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ABSTRACT

The Willis formation, has long been a source of much discussion 

and. confusion among geologists of the Gulf Coast, and today many of 

the questions concerning it remain unanswered.

The Willis is distinguishable as a coarse gravelly sand, red or 

reddish-brown in color but grading to pink, yellow, or brown. It is 

dominantly a coarse sandstone peppered, with pebbles and granules of 

quarts and chert, and the whole cemented with ferruginous clay and 

limonite.

It outcrops in a belt of dissected ridges and cuestas, typically 

covered with a dense growth of trees and shrubs, through portions of 

Sewton, Jasper, Tyler, Polk, San Jacinto, Walker, Mantgcmery, Harris, 

Waller, Grimes, Austin, Colorado, Lavaca, and Dewitt Counties in 

Texas. In Dewitt County, It is overlapped by younger formations and 

disappears to the southwest. On the east, it continues into Louisiana.

Ko fossils have been reported fto® the Willis. It is overlain 

by beds of the Pleistocene and underlain by beds of the Pliocene, so 

frm the superposition of beds, it is Lower Pleistocene in age.

The Willis was deposited by swollen, surging rivers on a broad 

flat plain near sea level as 'the rivers discharged their loads carried 

from a region of greater relief. These river deltas coalesced to 

fora a continuous blanket of material. Erosion has since removed the 

upstream portion and the willis now found at the surface is part of 

the plain developed at a distance from the mouth of the streroas.



The gravels cf the Mills formation are the chief source of 

gravel for road surfaces and. for concrete aggregate on the Gulf 

Coast.

Water bearing sands of the Willis fonaation fora the most 

productive aquifer on the Gulf Coast. It is extensively produced 

for both public water supplies and Industrial purposes and preferred 

because of its softness and low mineral content.
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STRATIGRAPHY

WffiERLYIHG F®lATJt»

MIOCEKE SERIES

FIBCT) GROUP*
Kennedy3 first described the clays and thin sandy beds lying 

between 'the Catahoula sandstone and what he referred to as the 

Lafayette sands in East Texas. These he named Fleming after the 
exposures near Fleming Statim (now Hampton) on the Missouri, 

Kansas, and Texas Railroad in Polk County.
Deussen2 introduced a nev name, the Dewitt formation, for a 

series of beds in South Texas which occupies about the same strat

igraphic position as the Fleming although he himself considered 
this a facies of the rieming. Dumble3 divided the same series of 

beds into the Oakville, lepara and Lagarto formations. The Lapara 

was subsequently shown to be separated from the underlying clay by 

a prominent unconformity and was placed in the Goliad formation 

above. The Lagarto was redefined to include the clays lying between 

the Oakville sand and the Lapara sand. This was rather a drastic 

change since It put the beds Bumble originally named Lagarto well up 

In the Goliad formation, above the Lapara. Thia drastic emendation 

was deemed justifiable in order to preserve the name Lagarto for the 

clay above the Oakville since it had enjoyed such wide acceptance 

and usage.

"^Kennedy, W.t A Section frm Terrell, Kaufman County to Sabine Pass 
on Gulf of~Mexico. Texas'Geoir'Survey Annual Report^ ’1892.

^Deussen, Alexander* Geology and Underground Waters of the Southeastern 
Part of the Texas CoasSil PlalnZ U •" Geol. SurveyT"Vater Supply"' 
P^r“335T19K-------- -

^Dimble, E. T.: The CenoKoic Deposits of Texas. Jour. Geol., Vol. 2, 
189b.---------- ---------------



The naae Fleming has been preserved as a group name to include 

the Oakville and La^trto formations, since it is considerably dif

ficult to separate the two formations east of the Brazos River.

In Bast Texas, the Fleming is distinguished by its yellow, 

gray, greenish or black clays which, weather to a black loamy soil. 

Calcareous nodules are comiaon and occBsionally thin liaestcuis 

ledges my be seen* The basal beds are slightly more sandy than 

the upper ones, and aU are calcareous. Reworked Cretaceous fossils 

are c<mm, and pyroclastics are rare.

The Fleming group in central and South Terns has been divided 

into two formations, each of which win be discussed below in strati

graphic order*

OAKVILLE FORMATIOI:

©w Oakville foraation was named by Ihanble for exposures along 

the Rueces River near Oakville in Live Oak County, It is in reality 

a sandy phase of the Lower Fleming and grades laterally and vertically 

into clay. Dumble originally considered It as restricted to South 

Texas and correlated it with the Loww Fleming. It has since been 

shown to outcrop more or less continually frm Grimes County south
west through Duval County. From Duval to southern Starr County it 

is overlapped by Pliocene beds, but outcrops elong the Bio Grande in 

Starr and Hidalgo Counties. Northeast of Grimes County, the sand

stone changes to a clay facies and with few exceptions cannot be dif

ferentiated from the Lagarto clay. One and a quarter miles north of 

Cold Spring, San Jacinto County, and near Burkeville, Newton County, 

are isolated outcrops of a sandstone not unlike the Oakville sandstone



PLATE I

Oakville Outcrop
Hear Halletsvllle, Lavaca County

Oakville'Outcrop
l»l/4 Mies Sorth of Coldspring, San Jacinto County
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LAGABTO FOEMATIOSt

The Lagart© formation ws originally named by Duable for Lagarto 

Creek in Live Oak County. Working la this area, he divided the beds 

between the top of the Oakville and the base of the Pleistocene into 

two divisions. Th® trpper clay section was named La^rto and the Lower 

sandy section, Lapara. Between the Lapara and Oakville is an impor

tant clay section five hmdred to a thousand feet thick, which also 

cam to be known as the Lagarto since Dumble originally thought the 

Lapara was preset only along the Xueces River end overlapped, else

where by the tegarto. Later, the Lapara sand was shown to be con

tinuous and to have a prminent unconformity at its base, and was 
therefore placed in the Goliad formation. The clay section above the 

Lapara was emended to the lagarto Creek clay, while the section below 

was named the Lagarto formation since that name, though erroneous, 

had enjoyed such a wide usage and acceptance. The type section for 

the lagarto fonaaticm «as emended to canprise exposures along the 

Brenham-Houston highway Just west of the Brazos River bridge in 

Washington County.

The Lagarto outcrops in a belt roughly parallel to the present 

coast line and immediately south of the Oakville outcrop, fron the 
Sabine River to the Rio ®rande except where it is obscured by 

Pleistocene deposits. Down dip it occurs as a sarin® facies in wells 

drilled near the coast and it is typically a clay section with 

occasional lenses of sand.

In outcrop, the Lagarto occurs as a yellow, yellowish brown, 

reddish, gray-green, or black massive clay which forms a rolling 

topography and which weathers to a black loamy soil. It is very



PLATE II

Typical Fleming Topography and. Vegetation 
Grimes County

Lagarto Clay Outcrop, Two Miles South of Hempstead 
Waller County
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similar to the Oakville except for its greater proportion of clay. 

Like the Oakville, it is calcareous and contains numerous limy 

nodules.

The Lagarto contains redeposited. Cretaceous fossils, marine 

and brackish water invertebrate sheels found in cores of deep wells, 

and bones of land vetebrates found along the outcrop. These faunas 

indicate a Late Miocene co* possibly Early Pliocene age.
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PUQCQS SEBIB

GOLIAD FOMATimt

the Goliad, formtiaa was nased by I. K. Howeth and P. F* 

Martia for Goliad, Goliad County, where it ie typically exposed 

along the San Antonio Elver« They included in their original 

description all the beds between the top of the Wgarto clay 

(as eaiended) and the base of the Lissie. In the type section, 

this division is quite satisfactory, since the Willis is missing 

here and the Lissie rests mccmformbly on the Goliad; however, 

to the northeast, the Gillis outcrops between the Goliad and the 

Lissie.
The Goliad outcrops in a belt roughly parallel to the present 

coastline in Central and South $exas, except wtere it is obscured 

by Pleistoeene sands. Northeast of tte Colorado Elver, the forma

tion becomes dkminantly a clay end virtually indistinguishable from 
the Lagarto clay* The Goliad is present northeast of the Colorado 

Elver at least as far as the Sabine Elver and also it is present as 

an upper member of what is now mapped as Fleming clays. In San 

Jacinto, Polk, Tyler, Jasper, and Fewton Counties, there occurs In 

the upper portion of the Fleming a series of clays which have the 

peculiar mottled pink, green, and purple shades that are similar to 
those found In the Goliad in Lavaca and Dewitt Counties and yet 

coaipletely different from the dull green, yellow and black of the 

typical Lagarto. Ho attempt was made to differentiate between these 

clays, but rather they were all considered as Fleming.
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It aust be noted that the considerable thickness of the 

Pliocene section found in wells near the coast requires a rapid 

thickening of section in the subsurface not far from the sur

face outcrop, if such exists* The upper portion of what is now 

mapped as Fleming, in Sast Texas, may well be the feather edge 

of this overlapped P11oc«m sectl<®. Veils drilled along the 
south edge of the ylllis outcrop encounter pink clays end gumbo 

and some sands at depths too deep to be Willis, and this may 
well be part of the Pliocene sectlonS.

The Soiled formation in central Texas may be divided into 
three members^. The lowermost, the Lapara sand, consists of a 

coarse sand and conglomerate with cross-bedded sand and limy 

clay* Color varies from red ®r pink to white depending upon the 

composition.

The middle member or Lagarto Creek clay consists of a 

mottled pinkish-brown and reddish limy clay resembling the 

Fleming clays, but having a higher lime content and more pastel 

shades. At the type locality, it is about fifty feet thick.

The uppermost member, the Labahia beds, consist of an upper 

bed of grayish white, medium to fine grained sandstone which 

weathers to form bluish-black rough surfaced ledges$ a middle 

bed of greenish-gray, pink or reddish calcareous clay containing 

white calcareous nodules; and a lower bed of grayish-white, 

^Doering, Johns Post-Flenlng Surface Formations of Coastal
Southeast Texas and South Louisiana. Am. Assoc. Petr. Geols., 

,, BZTTToiTW 5p7 ww:------
^Plumoer, F. B., et al.i The Geology of Texas. Univ, of Texas 

Bull., 3232, 1932. ’
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medim to coarse grained, calcareous cross-bedded sandstone 

containing congloaeritic lenses of chert and Quarts pebbles 

and balls of green clay*

There Is considerable dlsagreeent aamg geologists con

cerning the environreent at the tim of deposition of the Goliad. 
Scan© geologists believe that the deposition <*£ the Goliad 

resulted from the increased flow of the rivers brought on by 

the approaching glaciation and its accoapanying Increase In 

precipitation. Others point to the presence of caliche, scene 

of which Is believed to have famed during Goliad times, as 

proof of seal-aridity at the time, since as far as we know 

caliche is produced only under conditions where the rate of 

evaporation exceeds the rainfall.

Sediments of the Goliad clMrly reveal that It was deposited 

by swollen rivers as a blanket of sand over the coastal plain, 

since it has all the characteristics of a fluviatile deposit. 

The lower section contains well rounded pebbles and cobbles 

and clay bulls and have the typical cross-bedding of a river 
deposit. In late Goliad time, the streams lost much of their 

transporting power and became more sluggish, spreading their 

fine sediments over a much broader area..

Paleontological evidence of the age of the Goliad is scarce. 

Sane few vertebrate and invertebrate remins have been found and 

are regarded as Pliocene in age. Many of these rejaains are water 

worn and my have been redeposited from the Lagarto ox* Oakville 

foraations.



OVSHLiraa FOBMTICfflS

PLEISTOCEKE SERIES 1
•I 

LISSIE FOBMTIOHs j

The Lissie formation we named by Deussen^ for the town of 
i 

Lissie, in Wharton County, Texas, where it is typically exposed 

above the Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way.

In the earliest reports written, cm the younger formations 

they were referred to as ’’©iluvioa*, "Borthern Drift” or "Onunge 
Sand”* In 1891> McGee® described the Pleistocene deposits of the 

Gulf end Atlantic Coast under the Lafayette formation, using 

Lafayette County, Mississippi, as a type locality. This work 

was widely read end accepted and the name Lafayette became applied 

to a great variety of gravel and sand deposits. Lafayette County 

is located far in the interior of Mississippi and has since been 

shown to be In an area of Tertiary Wilcox. The name Lafayette 

has been applied to gravel and sand formations ranging in age 
from Tertiary to Recent and has therefore lost specific meaning 

and has been discarded.
Durable^ named these coastal sands the "Equus Beds* as a result 

of the discovery of fossil horse bones in them.
Hayes and Kennedy^0 proposed the nae® Colombia sand for thia 

formation of fine sands in East Texas, which they borrowed from the 

Atlantic Coast section.

^Deussen, Alexander: Geology and Underground Waters of the South- 
eastern Part of tSe "Texas Coastal "plain'.' U. S. Geol. Survey, 
Water Supply Paper 3357^91^

®McGee, W• ’Thw# Poxw&tdloix* V< So G@oie Swrvoyj^  
Annual Report, Part l,pp.”38U," 1891 •

^Bumble, E. T.t The Cenozoic Deposits of Texas. Jour. Geol., Vol. 2, 
I89U.

10Hayes, C. W., and Kennedy, W.t Oil Fields of the Texas - Louisiana 
Gulf Coastal Plain. U .G.S.T^uiX. "212717Vl^T*
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Deussen believed the "Bqxms Beds* might not be the same age 

as the Columbia sand, and, therefore, proposed the name Lissie for 

the section above the Pliocene and below the Beaumont clay. This 

name remins in general use.

Between the Lissie and Goliad lies a bed of sands and gravels 

that has caused considerable discussion ammag stratigraphers. It 
has been variously referred to as Citronelle13’, Lissie3^, *Unnamed 
Pliocene”* 1-^ Lower Lissie1^, and Villis1^, The exact age is not 

known, but has been placed as Pliocene, Pliocene-Pleistocene, and 

Pleistocene by various authors. This will be discussed in detail 

elsewhere in this work, but the essential fact at this point Is 

that the formation between the Lissie and the Goliad is a definite 

mappable unit, separate and distinct from the formations above and 

below it, and that the base of the Lissie as defined by current 

usage is taken as the top of this formation.

13llatson, G. C.: The Pliocene Citronelle Formation of the Gulf Coastal
Plain* U. GeoiT'Surveyi1''Prof 7 >aper 98# 19157

^^Barton, Donald C.: Surface Geology of Coastal Southeast Texes. Am. 
Assoc. Petr.' Geols., Bull., Vol. ^'""pp*"' I30I, i^'o'.

13piu!gjiler, F. B., et al.8 The Geblogy of Texas* Univ, of Texas Bull. 
3232, 1932.

1 Bailey, T. L«: The Gedlogy and Matural Resources of Colorado Cour ty. 
Univ* of Texa^nr53337T9^---------------------------- -

Johns Post-Fleming Surface Formations of Coastal Southeast 
Texas and South''fouislam♦ Am. Assoc'.'^etf. GeblsM'Buli," Vol. 
1^7*551719357-------

The Lissie occurs in a broad belt paralleling the coast between 

the Willis or Goliad outcrops and the Beaumont clay. It Is continuous 

from the Mo Grande to the Sabine River and into Louisiana, in a belt 

about thirty miles wide, but waller tongues extend up into the 

interior through stream gaps cut into the Willis cuesta, and overlap 

the Willis and Fleming unconforaably.
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The lithology varies widely, but is dominantly a silty sand, 

grading locally into gravel and clay. In the type locality, it is 

a dirty-buff to ashen-gray silty sand, massive, and very soft and 

unconsolidated. In Jasper and Newton Comities, and in other areas, 

particularly near the base, it may be very ferruginuous, containing 

numerous limonite nodules and having a slightly coarser texture. 

Hear larger strewas, such as the Colorado, Brazos, Trinity, 

Guadalupe, and Sabine Rivers, it is much coarser than in the inter- 

strram arras. In Colorado County, near the Colorado River, very 

coarse gravels are quarried ftrom terraces of Lissie age and exten

sively used for road ballast and construction materials.

The composition of the Lissie varies depending upon the source 

of the sediments. In East Texas, the sands are considerably more 

ferruginuous than in other areas due to the deposition of this part 

of the Lissie by streams draining the ferruginuous Claiborne areas 
of East Texas and Western Louisiana, drrand the Colorado River 

the sands and gravels contain a high percentage of igneous pebbles 

and granitic debris derived fro® the Central Mineral Region which 

this river drains. In Southwest Texas the sediments are largely 

derived froi the Edwards Plateau and contain a high percentage of 

limestone pebbles and debris as well as calcareous cementing material.

Sorting is usually poor in the Lissie. Even the coarse sands 

and gravels contain a large amount of disseminated clay. Bedding is 

not usually noticeable, although locally the sands ray be cross

bedded. Within the Lissie Itself, there are numerous unconformities 

but few of these can be traced far enough to be of any use.



One outstanding feature of the Ltssle is its characteristic 

t<q?ographye It forms broad flat, nearly featureless plains, quite 

distinguishable from that of the underlying formations* These 

plains are virtually treeless, most of the trees being confined 

to creek and river bottcms.

Unfortunately for the geologist, outcrops and exposures of 

the Lissie are scarce and rarely good* Because of the topography 

and elevation, our principle view of the foraation is of the 
weathered surface. Slope at the top of the Mssie is about five 

feet per nlle while its base, which ia the top of the ^illls is 

about twenty feet per mile* This gives a thickening of about 

fifteen feet per nlle toward the coast from which a thickness of 
about one thousand feet is estimated at the present coast llne^*

Fossils are rare- in the Lissie; however, seme bones and a 

few invertebrates have been found and determined* These have 

established the age as Pleistocem, probably middle or upper- 

lower.

It Is this writer's opinion that the deposition of the Lissie 

was closely, connected with the glaciation that occurred in North 

America about the same time. Most authors agree that the Lissie 

Is of fluviatile origin, and that it was deposited on a broad 

plain paralleling the shoreline as the seaward-facing inter stream 

equivalents of the upstreea river terraces. It should be obvious

sring, Johns Post-Fleming Surface Formatlcms of Coastal South- 
mst Texas and South "’Louisiana« M* Assoc. Petr. Geols.," Bull. 
roT7 197"p9r35l7T935:------- .



PLATE III

Llssie Plain at Lissle, Wharton County, showing 
Typical Topography and Vegetation

I

Lissle Plain Near Kafcy, Waller County 
Showing Typical Topography and Vegetation
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also that such a large volume of sand and gravels could only have 

been transported by rivers which were surging torrents and con

stantly at flood stage.

During the glacial periods, the sea level was lowered due to 

the ice cap on the land giving the streams a rejuvenescence equi

valent to uplift* Presence of the ice sheet obviously made the 

climate much more hmld .and greatly increased the precipitation.

These swollen streams, poured their burdens out on the broad 

flat coastal plain to form the broad blanket of sands and silts 

that remins today.

BMUMSTT CLAY:
The Beaumont clay was named by Bayes and Kezmedy3*^ for the 

exposures in the vicinity of Beaumont, Jefferson County, $exas. 

It had previously been referred to as Port Hudson, and “Coast Clays". 

Hayes and Kennedy showed the Port Hudson to be of Recent age, and 

defined the Beauaont clay as the clay deposits between the Port 

Hudson and the top of what la now the Llssie* The name and dee- 

criptlon have remained in acceptance since* The type sectlcm la 

given as the shallow wells In and around Beaumont. The surface 

formations at Beaumont are recent terrace silts from the Heches 

River, but beneath these are some four hundred feet of clays attri

buted to the Beaumont*
The Beawaont occurs in a broad belt about fifty miles vide 

paralleling the coast and extending frm Mexico into Louisiana. It 

Bayes, C. V., and Kennedy, W.$ Oil Fields of the Texas - Louisiana
Gulf Coastal Plain. 0.3.6.8.7^0117^127175719037* ---------
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overlaps the Lissie unconforaably aM fingers of the Beaumont extend 

up the principle streams crossing the Lissie, Willis, Goliad, and 

Fleming unconforiaably*

Its seaward edge is overlapped by recent sands and silts. In 

the Mo Grande Valley, large portions of It are obscured by wind

blown sand deposits, particularly in Hidalgo and Willacy Counties. 

Excellent exposures nay be found in the drainage ditches near 

Beaumont, Jefferson County, Houston, Harris County, and In the bluff 

overlooking Corpus Christi Bay at Corpus Christi.
The Beamcmt is typically a dark, heavy, waxy, calcareous clay. 

It is commonly black, blue ©r gray, and less ccmsaaonly, red. When vet, 

it forms a thick, vaxey, very sticky gumbo. It commonly contains 

disseminated particles of lime and occasionally calcareous nodules 

and particles of decomposed wood. In some localities. It my be 

quite sandy, and frequently contains lenses of silty sand. It typi

cally fans a broad flat plain, often treeless, with even less relief 

than the Lissie. Bayous and streams have cut deep narrow channels In 

it, quite unlike the broad channels found north of the Beaumont. The 

surface of the Beaumont slopes about two feet per mile, and reaches 

a mximm thickness of nine hundred feet at the coast.

Fossils in the Beaumont are scarce, but oyster and shell beds 

have been discovered la a few places, notably Trinity Bay, and around 

Hueces Bay. Even more rare are. a few bones and teeth pf vertebrates that 

have been unearthed* Determination of these fossils leaves little 

doubt that the Beaw»t is Upper Pleistocene in age.
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Deposition of the Beaumont was similar to that of the Liseie, 

except that it was less severe. It was formed by the coalescing 

deltas and levees of the several streams along the coast as these 

sluggish streams constantly shifted and changed their mouths. The 

interior highlands had. been eroded down to near their preseat level 
by this time, and the lute Pleistocene glaciation was much smaller 

in extent than before, thus not having as great an effect upon the 

climate and rainfall. *&» streams, during Beaumont time, were 

therefore sore sluggish and carried finer particles than previously.
Barton-^ has carefully mapped the soils in ^ort Bend, Brazoria, 

Barris, and liberty Counties, and proved by his detailed work that 

the Beaumont in these areas was laid down as the coalescing lagoonal 
deltas of the Brazos and trinity Elvers. He has gone so far as to 

show and map the old channels of the rivers and in sane instances 

show the ancient terraces.

Barton, Donald C»: Surface Geology of Coastal Southeast Texas. Am.
Assoc. Petr. GeolsTT'^niTT^^ol* PP* 130l7~l93^~
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WILLIS FOMATIOS

Aiaoag the earliest descriptions of the sands and gravels of 

the Willis formation, they are referred to as Diluvium or Northern 
Drift, since they were thought to be of glacial origin. Harper1^ 

in 1857 introduced the name Orange Sand, which he borrowed from the 

geologic sectim of Tennessee. Thia name continued in usage for 

some time although it was necessary to redefine it to preserve 

harmony among the various authors.
Hopkins20 first definitely described the material. Ke dis* 

tinguished between the older gravels, or "Drift", and a younger clay 

formation, the "Prairie Dlluvim®.

By 1891 so wey different names had been applied to the gravel 

beds of the Gulf Coast region that a nesting of eminent geologists 

of the Golf Coast was held in San Francisco to establish a suitable 

naae. Selections were made from a group which included such names 

as "Ferruginuous Sand", "Drift”, "Southern Drift'*, "Diluvium", 

"Lagrange", "Orange Sand®, "Stratified Drift", "Bluff Gravel", "Plateau 

Gravel", "Columbia**, "Appamattox", and "Lafayette*.

Because of various objections to all other names, Lafayette was 
chosen* This name had. been Introduced by McGee^ for a type locality 

in Lafayette County, Mississippi and quickly gained wide acceptance.

19̂Harper, L.s Preliminary Report on the Geology and Agriculture of wv State o^ Mississippi. ‘"iKlss. Geol. Survey7'lBuli.,1857•" 
20Hqpkins, '""’Soulsima Geological' Survey, First Annual Report 

for 1869, 1870.
21McGee, W. J.$ $he Lafayette Formation. U. S. Geol. Survey, 12th.

Annual Report, Part 17 pp. 3bt, I89I.
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Lafayette County la far to the interior of Mississippi and has 

since been shown to be in the area of Eocene Wilcox* The name 

Lafayette has been applied to formations ranging in age from 

Eocene to Recent and therefore, lost specific meaning and has been 

discarded.
In 1916, Matson28 introduced the name Citronelle for a series 

of sand and gravel beds which he mapped across Louisiana, Mississippi, 

Alabama, and Eastern Florida. Type locality for the Citronelle was 

given as the exposures along the Mobile and Ohio Railroad near the 

town of Citronelle, in Mobile County, Alabama. His work clarified 

much of the old ccsifuslon of names# and the name Citronelle gained 

Immediate recognition.
Roy^S has shown that Mats<m*s Citronelle formation in its type 

locality includes portions of tvo formatIons; the overlying sands 

and gravels, and the underlying shales firm which Matson collected 

Pliocene plant leaves. Because of this and also because of the 

imperfect description of the type locality, the term Citronelle has 

been dropped as a format tonal name, but Is still used as a broad 

Inclusive group name in certain areas, particularly Alabama.

The formation herein called the Willis, has been called the 
"Unnamed Upper Pliocene Sands’* by Plumer2^ and the “Lower Lissie81 

2%atscm, G. C.t ■ The Pliocene Citronelle Formation of the Gulf
Coastal PlalnTni7T7^T^^~P^Ta^*WTT9l^

23Boy, Cbalmer J.t Type Locality of Citronelle Formation, Citronelle, 
Alabama. Am. Assoc.""oFPetr. Geola.,""Bull» l̂",Voi. 23, pp. 1553, 
1939*

2^Plummer, F. 0., et. al.s The Geology of Texas. Univ, of Texas 
Bun. 3232# 1932.
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by Week#2? and Bailey.2^

25yeeks, A. W.t Lissie, Beynoea, and Upland Terrace Deposits of Coastal 
Plain of Texas Between Brazos Biver and Rio Grande. M. Assoc.
Kt?7 ^oHTlBnnrveXTT?; 19337--------------

^^Bailey, T. L.t The Geology and Natural Resources of Colorado County. 
Univ, of Texas Buti.72333, 1923*

Doering, John: Post-Fleming Surface Foraations of Coastal Southeast 
Texas and South Louisiana. M« Assoc. Petr. Geois7,iBull*, Vol. 
1971Tp7T5l7T935:----

The name Mills was proposes by Doering2^ in X935 to replace 

the old ambiguous oa®es« The type locality comprises exposures in 

and. around the town of WlUis in Montgomery Countyt Texas.

The tera Willis as'used in this work, is considered the same 

as that described by Doering. Doering divides his Willis into three 

members: The Willis Gravelly Sand or basal member, the Willis Fer

ruginous Sand, and the Hockley Mound Sand. Io division into niembers 

is made by this writer.

DISTBIBUTIOHi
The Gillis forms a gravelly sand belt paralleling the coast 

at a distance of about one hundred miles. Its outcrop is one to 

twenty miles wide, commonly ten to fifteen, and forms red rolling 

hills and densely wooded ridges* It occurs as cuestas, deeply eroded 

by rivers and forms a resistant cap over the softer formations on the 

divides between streams.

The writer has mapped the format ion (in pocket) through por

tions of Newton, Jasper, Tyler, Polk, San Jacinto, Montgomery, Barris, 

Grimes, Walker, Waller, Austin, Colorado, Lavaca, and Dewitt Counties 
and into Louisiana, to the southwest in Dewitt County, it disappears 

and apparently pinches out over the San Marcos Arch and is overlapped ' 

by the Liseie or younger fonaations.
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Contacts ar® oftm difficult to locate m the Willis, parti

cularly the upper contact* In Colorado County and in the vicinity 

of the Colorado and Guadalupe Bivers, the Willls-Llssie contact is 

especially difficult to determine because of the lithologic simi

larity of the two formations. In this area, the change in vege

tation was especially important since the Willis was characterized 

by a thick growth of scrub trees, and the Lisaie by a treeless 

plain* In areas of extensive cultivation such as the rice fields 

of Sarris and Waller Counties, where few contacts could be observed, 

they were interpolated frm ttose available* In some of the densely 

wooded areas of East Texas, the same procedure was followed.

Scattered throughout Texas between the Balcones Fault Zone and 

the coast are residual patches of gravel and terrace deposits which 

may in part be equivalent to the Willis* These are not connected 

with the main body of the fonaation, nor with each other and their 

interrelationships are strictly a matter of conjecture* They can

not be correlated by means of fossil remlns, nor because of their 

very nature can they be correlated on the basis of lithology*
Woodward and Gueno* 2® have atteapted to correlate the terrace 

deposits of loulslana with the Pleistocene glacial and interglacial 
periods with some degree of success* Weeks2^ has done the same thing 

with the Colorado Elver Terraces, and these two conceptions are

2®Woodward, T* P., and Gueno, A. J.t The Sand and Gravel Deposits of
Louisiana* La. Geol. Survey, BulTri9,r 1'9517

2^Weeks, A* W.t Quaternary Deposits of Texas Coastal Plain Between 
Brazos River' and lfiio""Grande* Am. Assoc*Vol. 29^SS5«
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presented here la the accoapanying chart. These are both com

mendable works, and Illustrate a change of reasoning which will 

undoubtedly expose much additional information on all the Quaternary 

eedlfflents. levertheless# the fact rwains, neither were able to 

prove their point beyond a proposition, and they correlate only 

geasrally with each other and with the seaward interstream deposits. 

It nust be rwwbered. that Woodward and Gueno worked on the 

Mississippi and Bed Elvers, while Weeks worked on the Colorado and 

Brazos Rivers. Much more Information must be gained, particularly 

<m other rivers before this method of reasoning can be fully evaluated. 

In the aeanwMle, this author advocates division of the Pleistocene 

in Texas into Willis, Lissie, and Beaumont as before, since these sea

ward facing interstream terraces for® the bulk of the forsaation, are 

easily mapped and correlated, have diagnostic lithologic character

istics, and are far more iaportant econmically than their possible 

upstream fingerings.

UTHOLOGYi

The Willis may be described in general as a red, coarse sand, 

gravelly in part and slightly indurated. It varies considerably through

out its outcrop, both vertically and laterally, and for this reason 

no detail sections are given, since they are of little or no value and 

cannot be correlated for ©ver a few feet.

The color varies soniewrxat froa one locality to another. In 

Montgomery and San Jacinto Counties, near the type locality, it is 

a distinctive brick red, or mottled red and white. Color shades vary 

slightly with else. When separated by graded sieves, each decreasing



PLATE IV

Willis Outcrop in Read-Cut Two Miles Southeast of 
Mew Ula, Austin County

Willis Outcrop on Bank of San Bernard River, 
Colorado County
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grain size is a slightly lighter shade of the saae color, with the 

exceptioa of the pebbles, which My be any color.

In Polk, Tyler, . Jasper, and Sewton Counties, the color is 

usually more yellowish or brownish yellow, with only occasional 

brick-red exposures.. In Barrie, Valier and portions of Austin 
County, the upper portion of the Gillis is characterized by a pink 

sand. In Colorado County it is a coarse brown gravel.

exposition depends upon the stream which deposited it, and 

the drainage area of that stream. The Willis sediments in East 

Texas, being derived in part from the ferruginous Claiborne group 

of East Texas, are <ulte ferruginous end. show the characteristic 

red and yellow-brown color of limonite. Much of the cementing 

material and the bulk volume of the sand is limonite or he-natite. 

Liaonite nodules are c«mm throughout the formation, but are 
usually small, fro® l/SL** to 1/8’'. Sand grains and pebbles are 

coaposed of quartz, chert, and soae silicified wood. It often 

contains balls of bentonite clay as well.

In Colorado Comty and in the vicinity of the Colorado Biver, 

the WiHis formation is a coarse gravel composed of chert, quartz, 

and Igneous pebbles derived fra® the Central Mineral Region which 

thia river drains.

Size of particles range fro® cobbles and large pebbles to clay; 

however, pebbles over two inches are unusual, except locally. 

Sorting is very poor and inconsistant. Locally sorting may be 

fairly good as exemplified by the massive sandstone 7.8 miles north

east of Willis <m the Coldsprings road, in Montgomery County. In



PLATE V

WilUa Outcrop tn Eoad-Cut 1.7 Mlles B&st of "lilts, 
Momtgmery County

Willie Outcrop in Road-Cut Southwest of Camilla, 
San Jacinto County



PLATE VI

Willis Outcrop in Road-Cut West of Rose Hill, 
Harris County

Willis Outcrop Ten Miles West of Courtney, 
Grimes County
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Colorado County, the Willis is a coarse gravel with some cobbles 

over six inches, but principally tiro and three inch pebbles or 

smiler, and subordinate amounts of sand and clay. In East Terns 

It is definitely a sand amber peppered with gravel and not simply 

a gravel bed.

Sorting is very poor and variable within surprisingly short 

distances both laterally and vertically. A bed of coarse gravel 

my lense out into a single row of pebbles or even disappear 

within a few feet. Ordinarily the pebbles constitute a small percen

tage of the total bed, and these are arranged in attenuated bands 

or sprinkled indiscriminately throughout the bed.

Numerous sables wre collected fro® exposures throughout the 

outcrop area, and screen analysis was run on each of them. Because 

of 'the vast differences to size and sorting, the results were incon

clusive. The accompanying histograms show the erratic patterns 

formed by Some.of1the various samples. Correlation or identifi

cation by MBtograa or cumulative-frequency curve is obviously 

inaccurate. In general, the Idssle is not as coarse as the Willis, 

but locally this my not be true, they may be virtually indis- 

tinguishable bg grain size alone. The Willis is always coarser than 

the beds immediately underlying it, and lower contact my be. deterzained 

by grain size, among other methods.

Bedding is extremely irregular, cross-bedding and lenticularity 

being tbs rule. la addition, the villis is bounded by an uncon

formity above and below, therefore reliable dips are nearly always 

Impossible to obtain. On the basis of averages over a breed area.
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and. veil logs down dip, the dip has been estimated at 2 to 20 feet 

per mile to the southeast.

The thickness is variable. It has been measured as 75 feet 
thick in Colorado County, 3° and pinches out to the southvest in 

Dewitt County. In his original description of the formation of the 
formation, Doering^ gives the thickness as 80 to 85 feet in South

east Texas end Southwest Louisiana and. 120 to 125 feet in Southeast 

Louisiana. It thickens at the rate of about five feet per mile 

toward the coast*

Distinguishing features of the Willis Formation:

1. Texture • usually coarser than formations above or 

below*

2* Cementation •more indurated than the Ussle or

Fleming clays*

3. Topography • forms resistant hills and has been 

eroded to fora ridges and cuestas incised by the 

major streams* Differs from the flat prairie of 

the Lissie or the rolling hills of the Fleming.
4. Color - Coanmonly, reddish or brown sandy soli 

differing from the black clay soil of the Fleming

or the ashen-white or buff colored silt of the lissie.

SOtfeeks, A. W.: Quaternary Deposits of Texas Coastal Plain Between 
Braeos ^iver and Bio Grahde.1” M* Assoc* ^elrT^SeoIsTT Bull., 
MT597W5"--------

SlDoerlng, John: Post-Fleslng Surface Formations of Coastal South- 
east Texas and South'Louisiana. Am.'1'Assoc’. Petr. Geols., Bull. 
VoI7157^775171^35:--



PLATE VII

Typical WiUls Vegetation, Polk County

Typical WlUls Vegetation an< 
Topograpiyr, Polk County

Typical Willis Vegetatioa 
Keeton County
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32Lime Content Z-*

Average Lapara sand. . . ........... .. .N-1.05^

Average Lagarta Creek sand............38.

Average Lissie and Wlllia. .lom

' Average Beaumont Clay. ........ .14.71^

6. Vegetation - The ’Willis is doeilnaatly covered with

a thick growth of trees and shrubs, while the Lissie

is characteristically a treeless plain, and the 

Fleeing is sparsely dotted with deciduous trees.

AGE:

Ho fossils have been reported from, the Willis. This to itself 

is a surprising fact since it would seesz logical that to the extensive 

removal of the forBiation to gravel pita at least some form, of life 

would have been unearthed, but apparently leaching in the formation 

has been complete enough to destroy any reaatos.

toe Willis is overlain unconforraably by the Lissie formation from 

which Pleistocene vertebi-ate remains have been reported. These include 
Bison l&tifrcms, (Harlan), Elephas eolmbi Falconer, Elephas imperator 

i-eiay» Equus excelsus Leidy, Equua francisi Hay, Equus ccmplicatus Leidy, 

aaa Equus semiplicatus Cope.

Hear the Colorado Biver, and elsewhere, the Willis rests uncon- 

forzBably on the typical Goliad sandstone. A few vertebrate remains 

have been recovered fro® the Goliad, among these. Hipparion ingenum 

(Leidy) and Teleoceras cf» T. fossiger (Cope), toese forms are regarded 

32Bailey, T. $ The Geology and Watural Resources of Colorado County.
Univ, of TexarBuHrgasTT^---------------------------------



PLATE VIII

Willia-Goliad. Contact Ten Mlles West of Courtney, Grimes 
County

Willis-Goliad Contact South of E&lletsviUe, 
Lavaca County
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as Pliocene la age, consequently, on the basis of faunal evidence 

and superposition of beds, the Gillis is here considered as Lower 

Pleistocene*

The origin of the Willis is intiaately related, to the widespread 

glaciation that ws taking place in Sorth Merica about the same time. 

Most students of the Worth American Ice Age believe that the Pliocene 

included the cooling down of the earth in preparation for the Ice Age, 

and seme believe that glaciation began in that period. Most authorities, 

however, believe the coming of the ice sheets marked the transition 

from the Pliocene to the Pleistocene, so that the whole of the Ice Age 

belongs to the latter. Chamberlin and Salisbury state it as follows:

"This old surface, this horizon of oxidation, weathering, 

and erosion; this horizon below which glacially derived 

mterials do not occur, and above which they are present, 

we hold to be the dividing plane between the Pleistocene 
and Pre-Pleistocene formations.H (Chamberlin and Salisbury, 1891) 

During all of the Tertiary preceding the Willis, the sediments 

deposited <m alluvial coastal plains and In the Gulf were characterized 

by muds. Only occasionally were sands brought into thia area. Gravels 

are even rare and usually very fine. There are no gravels comparable 

to the Wnii8 in any of the forraations older than the Willis, nor are 

there any such gravels in the streams today other than those which 

have caved In from the banks. Frcm this It seems obvious that the
deposition of the Willis required special conditions which must have 

prevailed generally over the Gulf Coast. ,
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It 1s known that special conditions did. exist during the 

Pleistocene# Vast ice sheets extended south into the mid-western 

states, and this presence ice on the land lowered the sea J

level, thus rejuvenating the streams* Clouds moving north from 
the Gulf Mexico contacted the cool air of the glacier, condensed 1

1 
and fell as rain. This Increased rainfall couples with the melting 

of the glacier made surging torrents of the streams and trmendous 

amounts of aaterial were transported and deposited* On the basis

of stratigraphic position and leaching, the tiilHs period of entrench

ment and alluviation has been correlated, by Weeks with the Sebraskan 
Glacial and Aftonlan Interglacial ages*^

GSOLOSIC HISTORY MB WOSITIOIi:

Assuming the Willis to be Pleistocene in age, the sequence of 

historical events follows:

After the deposition of the Fleming and before the deposition 

of the Willis, the coast was tilted About 25 feet per mile seaward.

A comparatively flat erosicml surface was developed <mi the Fleming, 

extending back to the cuestas of the first hard formations, the 

Oakville and Catahoula fcroations. This stripping of the Fleming 

probably provided much of the material for the thick Pliocene clay 

section found near the eoast.

The strong developsent of the Oakville in Central and Southwest 

Texas provided that area with a source of sandy material which was 

not available in East Texas and Louisiana.

33w®eks, a* w.$ teXsmn SsmUs. < teaa g.^stgi gisla gstwega 
tosas. MBS Ma As. Assoc. Petr* Geols., BuU.,
Vol. 2?, I9M5.
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After the Goliad, the coast vas again slightly tilted and 

erosion attacked the Catahoula and Oakville formations, contributing 

much coarse sand to the Willis. About the same time the great lee 

sheet was retreating fro® the Middle-West, and its melting coupled 

vith the tremendous increase in rainfall, accustomed by the glacier, 

made surging floods of the rivers and streams.

It Is thought that during Willis time, the area now covered by 

the veneer of gravels was a flat featureless plain close to sea level. 

The rivers flowing out onto this plain from a region of greater relief 

would drop their loads to form broad deltas. These channels would 

be constantly clogged with debris and the streams would be continually 

changing their channels and flood plains back and forth until these 

alluvial fans coalesced and formed a sore or less continuous alluvial 

apron, similar to that at the foot of steep mountain ranges today.

The stream gaps through which the WiHis was discharged and the 

interior extension of the fcenatlon have now been destroyed by erosion 

and the Willis now found at the surface is part of the Willis plain 

developed at a distance from the gaps. The Willis in all probability 

extended up the principle streams at <me time, much as the Lissie and 

Beaumont do at this time and scaae of the gravel outliers upstream and 

on the interior inter-streas. areas have been correlated with the Willis. 

Some of these may be, in fact, equivalent, but they are not continuous 

with the main body of the for-sation and the determination of their exact 

ago is difficult. In this paper, the writer has excluded all outliers 

unless they could be conclusively shown to be Willis.

It seems probable that the Balcones faulting, which cannot be 

very ancient because its scarp is so well preserved, took place Just
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prior to Willis tlae. The erosion et this scarp and the elevated 

area b^iind it would furnish many of the chert and flint pebbles 

that are found in the yillise

The streana which deposited the Willis were the ancestors of 

our present streams♦ At this time, they were developing their patterns 

of drainage* Bering each succeeding cycle, they retained their 

drainage pattern, singly depositing new material farther south.

After its deposition, the Willis was probably tilted seaward 

10 to 15 feet per mile, thus rejuvenating the streams, first In 

their lower courses and subsequently upstream. The first action of 
the streams was to cut trenches in the '“’Illis plain and later the 

removal of much of the interior extensions of the gravels.

This interior erosion brought down a flood of sediments which 

formed the Llssie formation. These sands and silts were first 

deposited at the mouths of the streams, but they eventually coalesced 

and merged to form a continuous blanket of sediments, with the upstream 

fingerings, which we find today.

The Llssie cycle was brought to a close by new and smaller flexing 

of the coast, and the period of erosion and deposition of the Beaumont 

clays ensued.
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ECONOMIC CCSSIDEMTIO®

AGRICUMUHEi

The WiUle forwtioa fcmas the poorest land far agricultural 
purposes of all the wper foraations on the Gulf Coast. Its 

coarse sandy and gravelly soil fems vhat is often referred to as 
the “Post Oak Belt®, after the tense growth of scrub trees, par

ticularly Post Oaks (Quercua stellata) and Mve Oaks (Quercus 

yirginicus) which characterise the outcrop.

Agriculture is comaonly confined to livestock grazing; par

ticularly cattle and hogs, but eves these eke out a scanty existence 

in the dense undergrowth.
In the vicinity of Waller, in Waller County, and Hockley, in 

Harris County, the Willis fores a broad treeless, gently undulating 

plain on top of the Hockley Bench, toad is extensively planted in 

rice.
In northwestern Harris Cowaty, the pink sandy soil of the 

Willis fams an excellent soil for peanuts, and sany hundreds of 

acres are devoted to this crop.

Hear Henpstead, wateraelons, which require a sandy soil, are 

widely cultivated.

toffiSh I

Southwest of tegnolia County, the outcrop of the Willis forma

tion supports a dense growth of scrub trees and shrubs whose use

fulness is limited to little more than fence posts and firewood. 

In Magnolia County and to the northeast, the outcrop supports a
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gxwtii of trees which, fams one of the best lumbering areas in 

Texas, Magnolia, Saa Jacinto, Folk, Tyler, Jasper, and lewton 

Counties are literally dotted with saw mills and lumber camps 

which fam the principle Industry of these counties* The yellow 
pine (Pinus palustris) and the loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) fora 

the principle source of limber, with the oaks and hardwoods sub

ordinate*

Sam Houston national Forest and several mall state forests 

are included, in part, in this outcrop area and both these and 

the private forests are carefully patrolled end regulated to 

prevent forest fires and the most modern methods of harvest and 

reforestration are employed to prevent depletion of this vast 

natural resource,

GHAVELi

’Eha Willis foriBatlon, being dcainantly a coarse sand and 

gravel formation, furnished an excellent source for gravels through

out ita outcrop area.

In any discussion on the merits of a gravel, it is necessary 

to consider the purposes for which it is to be used. These may 

'be divided into two principle categories, road gravels and concrete 
aggregate gravels, each having different characteristics*^

Road gravel may be defined as an admixture of tough hard pebbles 

that contains enough sand to fill in the pore spaces and a sufficient 

quantity of clay to cement the pebbles and sand grains together to

^lash, J# P.t Road-guilding Materials in Texas. Univ, of Texas
BuU. 1839, "WB*"' "
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fora a herd surface* Pebbles should range between 2 inches and 
l/^ infches# -with no pebbles over 2 inches. A good road gravel 

can be used for surfacing roads without having to be mixed with 

other material, and many such deposits are to be found in the 

Willis formation. Composition, however, varies. In the vicinity 

of the Colorado Biver, the gravels are siliceous and very coarse, 

being ccmposed principally of chert and quarts pebbles, with a 

small amount of igneous derivatives. In East Texas, the gravels 

are composed of chart and quarts pebbles and a large percentage 

of limonite nodules. In addition, they are usually not as coarse, 

the pebbles seldom being over 1 Inch, and having a larger per* 

centage of sand.

Boad gravel is quarried extensively throughout the outcrop 

area, and the majority of the farm roads are surfaced with gravel 

from local pits* Roads in Saa Houston and neighboring Rational 

forests are surfaced with gravels from numerous pita In the forest 

Itself. These pits are usually shallow, rarely over 5 feet deep, 

commonly 2 to 3 feet deep and normally covering 1 to 10 acres. The 

gravels are quarried with bull-dozers or graders and transported 

by dump-truck.

Colarack) County is dotted with extensive quarries and furnishes 

a very high grade of gravel. These pits are quite extensive, often 

30 feet deep and covering several hundred acres. The gravels are 

removed with drag-lines and stramshovels and transported by rallrodd.

The requirements for concrete aggregate gravels differ from 

road gravels in that they should contain no sand or clay or clay 

coatings on the pebbles. Having mcn-e rigid specifications, concrete



PLATE IX

Shallow Gravel Pit for Park Hoads, Sam Houston National 
Forest, San Jacinto County

Shallow Gravel Pit, Polk County
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gravels are naturally less plentiful than read gravels; neverthe

less, they are quarried extensively In Colorado County and at a 

few scattered localities elaevhere.

Gravel resources in the Willis formation have scarcely been 

touched and nazgr very extensive deposits have not been worked at 

all. It is true that such of the gravel is Inferior because of 

size or sorting of the pebbles, but many aillicms of cubic yards 

of high grade gravels are still available. The controlling factor 

at the present time is the accessibility of the deposits. Most 

of the sizable quarries must be served by a railroad spur, and 

the econcsaic feasibility of mining a deposit is dependent upon

. the distance from rail transportation. This is strictly a matter 

of •cQtMMd.es> and as the aore accessible deposits are depleted, it 

will become possible to profitably work the more remote deposits.

WATEB:

The Willis forms the nmt productive aquifer cm the upper 

Gulf Coast. Xt yields abundant supplies of water to shallow wells 

in the outcrop area and in deeper wells wherever it is reached. 

The city wells of Houston as well as many privately owned Industrial 

wells and rice irrigation wells draw Imavily from these sands.

In the outcrop area of the water-bearing beds, the water is 

generally unconfined, and there is a water table. As these sands 

become interbedded, with clay and silt dem dip, waters in the sands 

becoa® confined and are under artesian pressure. In the early 

days of Houston, artesian wells could be obtained practically
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anywhere la the city area, and. artesian pressures sufficient to 

raise the water 15 to 3® feet la the air were cotmon. The 
artesian head, is now over 80 feet below the surface in Houston as 

a result of the withdrawal of water from the sands faster than it 

could be replaced by the natural processes*

The Willie sand, in its outcrop yields soft waters of low 

mineral content. A eomparatlve analysis of the hardness of waters 

froa. shallow wells In the outcrop areas of the Lagarto, Willis, 

Lissie, and Beawnont foliations is given in the accompanying 

diagrams. From this it is easily seen that waters from the Willis 

are by far the softer of the four.

A.s ths waters pass down dip* there is a gradual alteration in 

cheialc&l character, changing from a calclwa bicarbonate, which 

characterizes the shallow waters to a sodium bicarbonate, which 

characterizes the deeper waters. This is accofapanied by an increase 

in sodium bicarbonate, the hardness and content of the other con
stituents remaining about the same .35 better illustrated

in the accompanying Illustration which shows the variation of mineral 

content and hardness with dbpth for a well drilled in Houston. This 

Is a coinposite of data from numerous wells in the city and the top of 

the Willis formation varies from 900 • 1300 feet deep.

The Willis yields the softest waters available down dip, and 

Is meh In demand, for launderies and for use in boilers where 

mineral content Is very critical.

35foster, Margaret fi.s Ground Waters of the Houston » Galveston 
Area. Industrial aSTSSlneerlng Cheiistry," Vol. 3l,*"‘SoT''8, i ‘ 
August, 1939.
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Oils

The Willis formation produces ©11 around a few shallow salt 

daws an. the Gulf Coast, but is by no mans an important oil 

horizon.

At Spindietop, in Jefferson County, and Humble, in Barris 

County, are several sands of the Willis-Lissie grot® at depths of 

600 to 1000 feet which produce oil. the ©11 In these sands has 

probably accuiaulated by leakage from the cap rock along small fault or 
fracture planes. Wells range from 600 to 1000 feet deep, and pro

duction Is snail. Initial production is MO to 50 barrels per day 

and total production per well usually below 15,000 barrels.

The Bataon Field in Hardin County produces a small amount of 

©11 frm sands of uillis age at depths of 189 feet and lower.

The Saratoga Field in Hardin County produces a small amount of 

oil from sands of Willis age. Same violent blowouts have even been 
encountered from, In shallow packets 200 to 600 feet deep in 

Willis and other sands.

It is entirely probable that certain of the shallow oil sands 

la the Goose Creek Field in Harris County are Willis age.

With the exception of Goose Creek,all of the production from 

the Willis is found in shallow sands above the aiore shallow salt 

demes. The oil itself has eost likely seeped into these sands frma 

the cap rock, rather than from any of the normal source beds.
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